CASE ST U DY

Comprehensive cyber-security
solution provides peace of mind
Xolv helps protect sensitive customer and company data

Customer

For over 70 years, Easterseals Hawaii has served special
needs children, youth and adults across the state. Annually,
this non-profit organization provides more than 500,000 hours
of direct service with the help of 400 employees.

Challenges

Like other home and community-based organizations,
Easterseals Hawaii had a hard time keeping pace with rapidlyevolving networking needs and IT governance standards.
On top of that, the geographic isolation of the islands made
sharing resources and securing a reliable infrastructure
challenging. What it needed was a solution that was
auditable, flexible and compliant with HIPAA standards.

Solution

Results

Easterseals Hawaii hired Xolv to provide a comprehensive
security assessment and technical plan. Based on
that information, Xolv’s team of experts developed
new networks, virtualized the server, stabilized the
organization’s Wi-Fi, and increased its internet capacity.
Easterseals Hawaii now has a state-of-the-art security
and network system that supports its in-office and mobile
workforce. The new upgrades have increased uptime in
network resources by 30%, tripled the network’s security
assessment score, and prevented viruses and other threats.
As a result, the team spends less time worrying about the
security of its business and more time providing clinical care.
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Our new cloud-based
security and network
system has taken our
organization to the next
level. It provides the
protection that we need
and it helps us operate
more efficiently.”
Jennifer La`a
Chief Executive Officer
Easterseals Hawaii
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Need help protecting your company?

Contact us today at connect@xolv.org.
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